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Connecting local teams + Visualizing knowledge + Sharing with experts = Enhancing intelligence
Hi! It’s Fernando, the founder of Logos Knowledge Network.

Let’s talk about e-Real!

It’s a revolutionary, fully-immersive and multitasking environment, to experience challenging situations in a group setting, engaging all participants simultaneously on different levels: With peers, thematic experts and learning facilitators, both on site and remotely.

[DEMO VIDEO]

[ MORE INFO ON WWW.E-REAL.NET ]
A rich and multitasking learning environment, which immerses people in real life situations with possibilities to interact simultaneously with peers, tutors, international experts and colleagues - as well as to consult tutorials, records and other written or multimedia info.
Main concepts and issues of a particular case can be dealt with by visualizing them on big screens or projecting them directly on the walls, ceiling and floor. By moving the body or with the flick of the hands, people can experiment with dynamic images, sound and vision including holograms and 3-D visualizations, all creating a profound emotional impact.
Video-conferencing tool with a self-mirroring function

Interactive table with customized tools (portable on laptops and mobile devices)

Semantic analysis tool

Phonometer and dangerous-words tracker

Tips and key-concepts
THE LAB’S STRUCTURE
Video: shipping and putting in place a portable lab
Example of fully customized solution: A permanent installation

Click here for another multimedia example

e-REAL is a fully-immersive and multitasking environment, to experience challenging situations in a group setting, engaging all participants simultaneously on different levels: with peers, thematic experts and learning facilitators, both on site and remotely.

Visual thinking, digital technologies and knowledge visualization are transforming the way in which people learn by opening up new chances for immersive training.

e-REAL (enhanced reality lab) is an immersive environment based on the principles of augmented reality. Such as being immersed within a videogame, people are challenged by facing real cases within complex scenarios that present a "more than real" wealth of information - because the many levels of the situation are made available simultaneously (by easy tools providing behavioral indicators and feedbacks in real time).

e-REAL, as a lab based on visualization, makes even abstract and complex concepts shared in a simple and immediate way. It is a highly interactive learning lab that promotes proactive data and information research (everything is available, but you have to actively look for it) - allowing knowledge sharing also with remote teams and integrating the training on soft skills with those that are technical and specialized.

In real time the participants can have a complete overview of a case, access relevant information, take a look at professional literature, and consult strategic guidelines. They can find everything needed to make a decision such as information, benchmarks, and so on.

Main concepts and issues of a particular case can be dealt with by visualizing them on big screens or projecting them directly on the walls, ceiling and floor. By moving the body or with the flick of the hands, people can experiment with dynamic images, sound and vision including holograms and 3-D visualizations, all creating a profound emotional impact.
WE SPECIALIZE IN LIFELONG LEARNING AND PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT.

e-REAL LABS: KNOWLEDGE VISUALIZATION AND IMMERSIVE LEARNING
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STUDY TOURS AND PEER-TO-PEER MEETINGS
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